Immune cells and myocardial disease

The cells of the immune system have a myriad of roles in the prevention, development, maintenance and resolution of numerous cardiovascular diseases (1). These functions have historically been under-appreciated, in part due to the difficulty of detecting immune cells within the living human cardiovascular system. We now appreciate that all major immune cell classes are present in healthy mouse hearts (2) and that certain immune cell populations are essential for aspects of normal cardiac function including normal electrical activation (3). The immune system and the heart thus have a complex interaction in both steady state and perturbations of this steady state in disease (4). The consequences of immune responses in the heart can range from the essentially undetectable to myocyte loss and the development of fibrosis, heart failure, arrhythmia and death. Immune cells and their roles within the cardiovascular system are now a major focus of interest and are promising therapeutic targets (5,6).

Inflammatory cardiomyopathy

Although inflammatory activation is an essentially ubiquitous response to diverse forms of cardiac injury, the term myocarditis is generally reserved for situations...
in which inflammation is the primary driver of cardiac dysfunction. Three broad aetiologies of non-ischaemic myocarditis/inflammatory cardiomyopathy are recognised (7):

(I) Infectious myocarditis may be caused by viral, bacterial, fungal, protozoal, parasitic, spirochaetal or Rickettsial infection. Viral infections may be the most common cause of myocarditis in humans, with adenovirus, parvovirus B19 and Coxsackie viruses most frequently implicated among numerous other organisms (8);

(II) Immune-mediated myocarditis is associated with numerous systemic autoimmune or immune-mediated disorders, including systemic lupus erythematosus, rheumatoid arthritis, Churg-Strauss syndrome, inflammatory bowel disease, scleroderma, sarcoidosis, Kawasaki disease, granulomatosis with polyangiitis, and polymyositis, among others. Different forms of immune-mediated myocarditis are also seen following cardiac transplantation and in response to allergens;

(III) Toxic myocarditis has numerous causes including drugs, heavy metals, hormones, envenomation, radiation and electrical shocks, among others.

**Diagnosis of myocarditis using endomyocardial biopsy (EMB)**

The gold standard method for assessing immune cell populations within the heart and obtaining a tissue diagnosis of myocarditis in living individuals is with EMB (9). The criteria for the diagnosis of myocarditis using histologic criteria for samples of myocardium obtained from biopsy differ from those of non-invasive imaging. The Dallas criteria are based on tissue histology and diagnose myocarditis according to the presence of an “inflammatory infiltrate of the myocardium with necrosis and/or degeneration of adjacent myocytes, not typical of ischaemic damage associated with coronary artery disease” (10). A more precise definition of this “inflammatory infiltrate” has been proposed by the ESC Working Group on Myocardial and Pericardial diseases (7) as “≥14 leucocytes/mm² including up to 4 monocytes/mm² with the presence of CD3 positive T-lymphocytes ≥7 cells/mm²”. EMB thus confirms the diagnosis of myocarditis and enables differentiation of certain key aetiologies of myocarditis (including giant cell, eosinophilic, sarcoidosis), which may have important treatment implications, as well as enabling detection of viruses using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) or other techniques (11). However, EMB is not entirely free from risk [reported rates vary by centre though one series reported a 2.7% complication rate during vascular access and 3.3% complication rate from the biopsy procedure (12)] and patients with a clinical diagnosis of myocarditis without high-risk features frequently do not require biopsy, given that the prognosis in those cases is generally benign and that biopsy results typically do not alter clinical management. A further potential limitation of EMB is of sampling error, which may not necessarily rule out the presence of myocarditis if negative. As a result, EMB is only indicated in selected clinical scenarios, such as rapidly progressive heart failure with haemodynamic compromise, suspected giant cell myocarditis, heart failure with suspected allergic reactions/eosinophilia and others (12). There exists an important and complementary role for imaging, which is non-invasive and could provide characterisation of the entire myocardium at serial timepoints to track progression or resolution of disease and the response to therapy (13).

**Principles of using cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) in the detection of myocardial inflammation**

CMR, using new advances in tissue characterisation techniques, has important strengths in the assessment of myocardial inflammation. Alongside echocardiography and positron emission tomography (PET), CMR is now considered a key tool for the diagnosis and management of inflammatory heart diseases with a class I recommendation for the assessment of myocarditis and storage diseases in the current ESC guidelines for the diagnosis and treatment of acute and chronic heart failure (14). A further strength of CMR is the ability to reliably distinguish ischaemic from non-ischaemic myocardial injury in most cases, which may be particularly useful in acute clinical presentations and their in-hospital management. However, where the pre-test probability of acute coronary syndrome is not low, then alternative diagnostic strategies are usually undertaken prior to CMR.

Current non-invasive imaging techniques, including CMR, to assess for myocarditis do not directly resolve immune cells, but rather detect the macroscopic tissue responses that occur in response to inflammation and injury. These early tissue responses to myocarditis include myocardial oedema, vasodilatation, and myocyte necrosis. Late tissue consequences of myocarditis include myocardial fibrosis leading to impairment of systolic function. CMR, with its multiparametric capabilities for advanced myocardial tissue characterisation, is well placed to detect
the CMR imaging protocol for myocarditis and the Lake Louise Criteria

Given the importance of accurate diagnosis and standardisation, consensus criteria for the diagnosis of myocarditis using CMR have been defined according to the Lake Louise Criteria, first in 2009 (15) and recently updated in 2018, to reflect advances in imaging technology and new evidence (16).

The original Lake Louise Criteria (15) (2009) proposed a clinical CMR imaging protocol for evaluating the principle tissue targets in myocarditis, including: (I) myocardial oedema, using $T_2$-based imaging; (II) hyperaemia and capillary leak, using early gadolinium enhancement (EGE) imaging; and (III) myocyte necrosis and fibrosis, using late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) imaging. Supportive criteria include associated impairment of global or regional systolic left ventricular (LV) function and pericardial effusion. The presence of “any 2 out of the 3” main criteria above would constitute a positive imaging diagnosis of myocarditis, with an overall diagnostic accuracy of 78%, with a sensitivity of 67% and a specificity of 91% (16).

In the subsequent decade, significant advancement in CMR technology enabled high resolution and clinically-applicable quantitative $T_1$ and $T_2$ mapping techniques, which are particularly sensitive to detecting significant increases in myocardial free water content, hence of utility in the detection of myocarditis. Accordingly, the Lake Louise Criteria were updated in 2018 to include parametric mapping.

According to the revised Lake Louise Criteria 2018 (Table 1), in the setting of clinically suspected acute myocarditis, CMR findings are consistent with myocardial inflammation if both $T_1$- and $T_2$- based criteria are present, as follows:

(I) $T_2$-based imaging: regional or global increase in myocardial $T_2$ signal, either on $T_2$-weighted imaging or $T_2$-mapping;

(II) $T_1$-based imaging: regional or global increase in myocardial $T_1$ signal, either on native myocardial $T_1$-mapping, extracellular volume (ECV) quantification, or LGE imaging in a predominantly non-ischaemic pattern;

(III) Supportive criteria include: (I) the presence of pericardial effusion in cine CMR images or high signal intensity (SI) of the pericardium in LGE images, $T_1$-mapping or $T_2$-mapping, and (II) systolic LV wall motion abnormality in cine CMR images.

While having both a positive $T_2$-based marker and a $T_1$-based marker will increase specificity for diagnosing acute myocarditis, having only one (i.e., $T_2$-based or $T_1$-based) marker may still support a diagnosis of acute myocarditis in a relevant clinical scenario, but with less specificity. Reporting of the results for assessment of myocarditis should include the description of the presence or absence of the assessed criteria (17,18). These techniques are now widely available on many cardiac enabled clinical MRI systems. Example images from a patient with acute myocarditis are shown in Figure 1.

Anatomical and functional imaging

Cine imaging should cover the entire myocardium, using standard long axis views and a short axis stack covering both ventricles from base to apex. This provides a gold standard assessment of cardiac chamber volumes and systolic function while also allowing assessment for any associated pericardial effusion. The identification of associated regional wall motion abnormalities may support involvement from myocarditis. However, ventricular dysfunction and regional wall motion abnormalities detected in cine imaging are not specific to inflammatory aetiologies, and additional tissue characterisation sequences are therefore required.

Gadolinium enhanced imaging

The administration of gadolinium-based contrast agents (GBCAs) adds important information in the assessment of myocarditis. GBCAs include elemental gadolinium contained within large carrier molecules which prevent entry into myocardial intracellular space in normal conditions. GBCAs are paramagnetic and potently shortens $T_1$ times; thus, relatively higher local concentrations of GBCA lead to a relative increase in myocardial SI on $T_1$ weighted imaging, compared to nulled, normal myocardium.

EGE imaging

In myocarditis, the resulting hyperaemia and capillary leak can traditionally be assessed using EGE imaging by performing $T_1$ weighted imaging early after the administration of GBCA. Semi-quantitative comparison is then made for the myocardial SI enhancement relative to a skeletal muscle reference region in the same image, before and after GBCA administration (16).
EGE imaging was in the original Lake Louise Criteria 2009 (15), though has limitations, including variability in SI that may be introduced by different MR systems and settings, and issues in image quality consistency. Recent data indicated that removing EGE from the original Lake Louise Criteria does not significantly reduce diagnostic accuracy for myocarditis, although the positive likelihood ratio may be slightly lowered (19). EGE imaging is therefore no longer required in the revised Lake Louise Criteria 2018, though may still be useful in experienced centres (16).

LGE imaging
The loss of myocytes in direct viral or immune-mediated myocyte injury opens an additional cellular compartment for GBCA accumulation. By imaging following a delay of around 10 minutes following injection of GBCA, the contrast agent will washout more quickly from non-injured myocardium, whilst persisting longer in areas with extracellular space expansion, including that due to myocyte loss and necrosis. This results in a relatively high concentration of GBCA, and hence a higher signal on T1-weighted imaging in areas of myocyte necrosis when compared to normal myocardium. LGE therefore allows localization and characterization of areas of myocyte loss as a result of the differential contrast enhancement. LGE images are acquired using inversion-recovery based T1-weighted imaging.

Table 1 Summary comparison of original and revised Lake Louise Criteria. The original criteria required the presence of 2 out of 3 of criteria based on T2-weighted imaging, early gadolinium enhancement or late gadolinium enhancement. The revised criteria require the presence of 2 out of 2 criteria from either T1-based or T2-based imaging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Lake Louise Criteria I (15) (2 out of 3 required)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T2-weighted imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional high T2 signal intensity or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global T2 signal intensity ratio ≥2.0 on T2-weighted CMR imaging (myocardium versus skeletal muscle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early gadolinium enhancement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI ratio myocardium/skeletal muscle (EGE ratio) of ≥4.0 on EGE images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late gadolinium enhancement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Areas with high SI in a non-ischaemic distribution pattern on LGE imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pericardial effusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV regional wall motion abnormality on cine imaging</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Updated Lake Louise Criteria II (16) (2 out of 2 required)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T2-based imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional high T2 signal intensity or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global T2 signal intensity ratio ≥2.0 on T2-weighted CMR imaging (myocardium versus skeletal muscle) or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional or global increase of myocardial T2 relaxation time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1-based imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional or global increase of native myocardial T1 relaxation times or ECV or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Areas with high SI in a non-ischaemic distribution pattern on LGE imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pericardial effusion or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High pericardial signal intensity on T1- or T2-mapping or LGE imaging, or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV regional wall motion abnormality on cine imaging</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CMR, cardiovascular magnetic resonance; EGE, early gadolinium enhancement; LGE, late gadolinium enhancement; SI, signal intensity.
weighted imaging, typically using gradient-echo or FLASH read-out, with optimization of the sequence inversion time to correctly null signal from normal myocardium to highlight areas of abnormality.

Acquisition of a full short-axis stack and long-axis views for LGE is recommended and a finding of hyperintensity suggestive of focal injury should be confirmed in at least one additional orthogonal plane. LGE patterns in myocarditis are heterogenous, though the most common patterns include patchy, non-contiguous lesions, localised to the subepicardial or intramural layers of the lateral or septal walls (20). This typically allows for differentiation from ischaemic aetiologies where the enhancement is subendocardial (21). Less common LGE patterns, including subendocardial or even transmural LGE associated with inflammation-induced coronary vasospasm (22), can occur.

A limitation of LGE imaging is that they are not designed to image oedema or inflammation, and cannot differentiate active from chronic lesions; thus, LGE alone is limited in its ability to detect myocardial inflammation and guide the initiation of immunomodulatory therapies or the tracking of treatment response.

**T₂ weighted imaging**

T₂ weighted imaging is conventionally used to detect myocardial oedema, traditionally acquired using black-blood spin echo techniques with blood flow and fat suppression techniques, such as the short tau inversion recovery (STIR). Body coils, or surface coils with SI correction algorithms, are used to minimise hardware-derived variations in signal homogeneity. The increased water content of oedematous myocardium leads to prolonged T₂ decay times, which can be detected as high signal on T₂-weighted images.
Conventional T₁ weighted imaging can be assessed in a semi-quantitative fashion by comparing the SI from myocardium to a reference region of interest (ROI) placed in skeletal muscle. Early clinical validation studies showed that a relative myocardium SI increase of >1.9 showed a sensitivity of 84% with 74% specificity for detection of significant myocarditis, with an overall accuracy of 79% (23). A regional increase in T₂ signal, with SI more than 2 standard deviations above the mean value of a reference ROI placed in apparently normal myocardium, may also be considered a positive criterion (15,17). The semi-quantitative nature of these techniques has limitations, as the reference ROIs, whether they be within normal-appearing myocardium or in the skeletal muscle, may also be inflamed in a systemic inflammatory process, resulting in false negative results (16,24).

Newer CMR techniques using directly quantitative, pixel-wise parametric T₁- and T₂-mapping circumvent this and other limitations of conventional CMR tissue characterisation techniques.

**Parametric mapping techniques**

Tissues in the body have characteristic T₁ and T₂ relaxation times (dependent on the method used to estimate them), and deviation from these relaxation times may indicate changes in the composition of the tissue that indicate disease or a change in physiology. Myocardial T₁ and T₂ relaxation times are markedly prolonged by an increased water content from oedema, making these techniques useful for the detection of acute myocardial injury and oedema in myocarditis.

Mapping techniques differ from conventional CMR techniques by enabling quantitative, pixel-by-pixel maps of the myocardium based on the T₁ and T₂ properties of the tissue. Mapping techniques can therefore overcome many of the technical limitations of semi-quantitative conventional techniques like T₂-weighted and EGE imaging. Advantages include shorter breath-hold times and no requirement for a reference ROI for image processing to detect abnormal signal changes in the myocardium. Mapping techniques have been shown to be of particular utility in the diagnosis of myocarditis, are now increasingly used in clinical CMR protocols, and are expected to eventually replace some conventional CMR techniques.

Mapping techniques remain in active development, and standardised methods and protocols are still being established (25). For native T₁ and ECV mapping, the most widely used approaches include inversion-recovery and saturation-recovery based sequences, or hybrid methods (26-29). For T₁-mapping, the most common methods include gradient and spin echo using multi-echo readouts (30,31). Although superior to conventional techniques in this regard, measured T₁ and T₂ values *in vivo* using parametric mapping techniques are sensitive to the hardware and software used, and thus local validation is recommended at the present time in the absence of standardized, universal methods. As with comprehensive myocardial tissue characterisation using LGE, ideally, whole LV coverage should be obtained using long and short axis views in order to fully assess the regional and variable patterns of tissue injury in myocarditis, with regions of abnormal signal corroborated with views in other planes (32). Proper breath-holding, even if motion correction algorithms are inbuilt, and quality-control maps (33) increase the quality and reliability of pixel-wise mapping.

In the diagnosis of myocardial inflammation, T₁ and T₂ mapping have both demonstrated sensitivity to disease and are able to separate healthy control subjects and those with myocardial inflammation of various etiologies (16,34-36). Conditions and systemic diseases in which mapping have demonstrated clinical utility in the detection of myocardial involvement include among others:

- Rheumatoid arthritis (37);
- Systemic lupus erythematosus (38,39);
- Systemic sclerosis (40);
- Sarcoidosis (34);
- Vasculitides (41,42).

The ability of CMR parametric mapping to provide novel therapy-responsive biomarkers in myocardial inflammation and to track disease course is promising (43), and is tested in ongoing and future studies.

**Performance of CMR diagnostic criteria for detection of myocardial inflammation**

The original Lake-Louise Criteria (2009) are well studied and provide good diagnostic accuracy in patients with suspected myocarditis. Two recent meta-analyses have evaluated the performance of the Lake Louise Criteria to identify acute myocarditis, with one reporting a pooled diagnostic accuracy of 83% (sensitivity, 80%; specificity, 87%) (44) and another reporting summary sensitivity of 78%, specificity of 88%, and area under the curve (AUC) of 83% (15,16,45). T₁- and T₂-mapping have demonstrated good performance for the detection of myocarditis in clinical studies (16,36,45). A recent meta-analysis of CMR
mapping techniques in acute myocarditis showed that native T1 mapping (AUC 0.95) had superior diagnostic accuracy across all tissue characterisation techniques (45). The revised Lake Louise criteria 2018 show even greater diagnostic performance, with a validation cohort in 2019 demonstrating a significantly improved sensitivity of 87.5% and specificity of 96.2% for the diagnosis of acute myocarditis (46).

As T1 mapping and ECV are also sensitive to detection of water in more chronic settings, such as in areas of myocardial scarring, ischaemia or other causes of expanded extracellular space (47-49), there have been suggestions that T2 mapping may be more specific to acute myocardial inflammation (50). Whether parametric mapping techniques provide additional diagnostic accuracy that lead to improved clinical outcomes for patients with myocarditis or guide immunosuppressive therapy will be assessed by future larger and longer-term clinical studies.

**Unmet needs and emerging magnetic resonance technologies for immune cell imaging**

Whilst the powerful tissue characterisation techniques of proton T1, T2 and GBCA enhanced CMR provide important information for diagnosis and risk stratification in myocarditis and other inflammatory heart diseases, there remain several areas of unmet need from an imaging perspective.

First, whilst current MR techniques are highly sensitive to myocardial oedema and provide excellent whole-heart coverage, these MR signals lack sensitivity to detect or phenotype immune cells within the heart. This restricts the utility of CMR to understand biological mechanisms or identify the specific cause of an inflammatory heart disease. Although a versatile technique, MR has an intrinsically limited signal to noise ratio at biological temperatures despite high field strengths. Several magnetic resonance-based techniques which could provide a more direct measure of immune cell number and phenotype are under development. A more direct assessment of immune cell number and phenotype within the heart is most likely to be achieved by using novel molecular contrast agents which are sensitive immune cells. These include iron particle imaging, 19F-enhanced CMR, and hyperpolarized MRI.

**Iron particle imaging**

Particles of iron oxide provide tissue contrast due to a strong paramagnetic effect which leads to local shortening of T1, T2 and T2*. When ultra-small particles of iron oxide (USPIOs) are administered intravenously, the dimensions of these particles facilitate passive diffusion through capillary endothelia where they are taken up and engulfed by phagocytic cells, such as circulating and tissue resident macrophages. Regions of low signal on T1 and T2 weighted imaging, therefore, correspond to the presence of phagocytic immune cell populations. USPIOs are then cleared from the circulation and degraded by the reticuloendothelial system until they are incorporated into the body’s iron stores.

USPIOs have been used as contrast agents to detect phagocytic cell presence and infer inflammation in numerous diseases, including atherosclerotic plaques (51), abdominal aortic aneurysm (52,53), and neuroinflammation from multiple sclerosis (54), among many others. However, USPIOs have been less successful for the detection of cardiac inflammation. For example, in a study of 14 patients with acute myocarditis, USPIO administration did not cause detectable signal changes in regions demonstrating LGE and thus did not add incremental information and cannot rule out myocardial inflammation (55). This may reflect the fact that many forms of myocarditis are predominantly lymphocytic rather than macrophage-driven, at least at the timepoint studied. However, USPIOs did demonstrate inflammation in Takotsubo cardiomyopathy, highlighting the ability of novel contrast agents to inform disease mechanisms in situations where validated animal models of disease are lacking (56).

Larger microparticles particles of iron oxide (MPIOs) provide improved contrast-to-noise ratio compared to USPIOs, and, importantly, can be conjugated to antibodies, enabling in-vivo targeting of specific molecular processes, including targeting to vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 (VCAM-1) on the endothelium of inflamed blood vessels (57). These agents have yet to be tested clinically for the evaluation of inflammatory myocardial diseases. Although there are some concerns about the biological persistence and degradability of the larger MPIO particles, this limitation has recently been overcome by binding smaller iron nanoparticles into larger particles using peptide linkers, which enable degradation in-vivo and, hence, may be more suitable for clinical translation (58).

**19F-enhanced CMR**

Intravenously administered perfluorocarbons represent an alternative approach for imaging immune cells in the...
cardiovascular system with CMR. One important advantage over iron particles is that they provide positive, rather than negative, image contrast without disrupting the underlying proton image; furthermore, this contrast is directly proportional to the concentration of $^{19}$F nuclei within the tissue. $^{19}$F-based contrast agents, therefore, provide a quantitative assessment with high signal specificity, since $^{19}$F is essentially absent in living organisms. $^{19}$F nanoemulsions can be targeted to specific molecular targets (59) or used to exogenously label specific cell types (60,61) which can then be administered and tracked using $^{19}$F MRI. It remains a challenge to deliver a sufficient payload of $^{19}$F nuclei to provide adequate signal-to-noise ratio, and clinical translation of $^{19}$F agents for human use has been limited. Work towards the clinical translation of $^{19}$F-based imaging strategies continues.

**Hyperpolarized magnetic resonance imaging**

Hyperpolarized magnetic resonance is an emerging imaging technology in which the magnetic properties of external substances are manipulated to create molecular contrast agents with signal-to-noise ratio improvements of up to 4–5 orders of magnitude. Work using a key metabolic molecule, $[1-{^{13}}C]$pyruvate highlights the potential to exploit the immunometabolic reprogramming of activated innate immune cells towards glycolysis to enable detection via a $[^{13}C]$lactate signature (62). In rodent and large animal models of the immune response to myocardial infarction (MI), high lactate signature at day 3 and 7 corresponded to the macrophage driven local immune response with cell depletion experiments suggesting a high degree of specificity (*Figure 2*). Given that lymphocytes have similar immunometabolic properties to macrophages, hyperpolarized magnetic resonance using $[1-{^{13}}C]$pyruvate may prove sensitive to lymphocyte driven myocardial inflammation unlike USPIOs. Further studies have established this concept in other models of inflammation including models of multiple sclerosis (63), lipopolysaccharide induced neuroinflammation (64),
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**Figure 2** Experimental hyperpolarized magnetic imaging of post MI monocyte/macrophage response in a pig model of LAD occlusion. Activated innate immune cells give rise to high $[1-{^{13}}C]$lactate signature at day 7, corresponding to immune cell infiltrate on tissue histology. Reproduced from Lewis et al. (62) under Creative Commons license. MI, myocardial infarction; LAD, left anterior descending.
lung injury (65) and others. Early clinical cardiac studies of hyperpolarized [1-\textsuperscript{13}C]pyruvate are underway in several centres worldwide highlighting the feasibility of this approach (66). The underlying biological process driving the MR contrast in this approach is similar to the mechanism underlying high uptake of \textsuperscript{18}FDG using PET, though hyperpolarized MR has the potential advantages of more rapid acquisition times, absence of ionising radiation and avoidance of the need for artificial suppression of cardiac carbohydrate metabolism.

A further hyperpolarized magnetic resonance molecule, hyperpolarized [1,4-\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{2}]fumarate provide a direct MR probe of active myocardial necrosis. The fumarate-to-malate hydration reaction is catalyzed by the intracellular enzyme fumarase as part of the tricarboxylic acid cycle. Myocyte necrosis exposes the [1,4-\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{2}] fumarate molecule to fumarase leading to production of [1,4-\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{2}]malate which does not occur when cell membranes are intact. In a rodent model of MI, malate was detectable from the hypokinetic infarcted region in the days following MI, though was not detected in sham operated rats (67). Although yet to be translated to clinical use, hyperpolarized [1,4-\textsuperscript{13}C\textsubscript{2}] fumarate holds promise as a novel probe of active necrosis in myocarditis and other heart diseases, and could become an important tool in detecting disease activity and tracking response to therapy.

Conclusions

CMR is a valuable tool for the assessment of inflammatory heart diseases. Current techniques provide comprehensive visualisation and tissue characterisation of the left ventricle and provide complementary information to echocardiography and PET. Emerging MR imaging technologies based on novel molecular contrast agents based will enable a more immune cell specific assessment of inflammation and may be useful in targeting and tracking response to novel therapies.
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